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Miles Prower

F) Gd10
A) Am50
S) Ty6
E) In40
R) Gd10
I) Ex20
P) Ex20

Health: 106 Karma: 50
Resources: Ty Pop: 10

Known Powers:
Twin Tails: Tails was born with two tails, allowing him to perform the following power stunts:
-Spin Attack: Rm Slugfest to a target within the same area
-Flight: By spinning his tails like a propeller, Mn airspeed
-Super-Speed: By spinning his tails like a propeller, Tails is able to run at Un landspeed
-Create Cyclones: Gd damage or Sh-Y stunning or slamming

Equipment:
None

Talents: Martial Arts B, Mechanic, Pilot, Student

Contacts: Amadeus Prower, Rosemary Prower, Merlin Prower, Sonic the Hedgehog, The Knothole
Freedom Fighters, Athair, Downunda Freedom Fighters

History:
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Tails once took part in an adventure along with Sonic to save the Wisps. After being away on adventure,
he and Sonic returned to Mobotropolis to follow up on Nicole and to rescue King Acorn, who had been
captured and imprisoned by Ixis Naugus. Upon their return they found the city being attacked by the

transformed Tails Doll. As the two heroes battled the monstrous enemy, Sonic took a particularly nasty
hit.

Tails took a moment out to see to Sonic. He found that Sonic was noticeably confused over what was
going on. Tails was completely clueless over Sonic's claims that they were just aboard the Death Egg

saving Sally. As far as Tails was concerned, the duo had come to New Mobotropolis to rescue King Acorn,
as well as to follow up on Nicole. To Sonic's questions as to the whereabouts of Amy and Silver, Tails

could give no answers with regards to Amy, but remarked that they hadn't seen Silver since a previous
adventure in which they had met the Wisps. As the battle raged on, Tails became even more confused, as

Sonic mentioned nanites that make up the city and claimed to have no knowledge of the Tails Doll's
Control Gem. An unexpected encounter with a damaged NICOLE restored Tails' memories of the original

reality, while leaving those of the new one intact. Realizing that Sonic was right, and that things had
changed drastically, Tails stood in shock as the Tails Doll was about to flatten him. Sonic managed to get

him out of the way, and advised him to finish the battle first before dealing with the new problem at
hand. The two succeeded in defeating Tails Doll, and rescued King Acorn from his cell after Ixis Naugus
fled the city. After talking with NICOLE, the pair determined that their best course in understanding

what had become of their world lay in finding the other Freedom Fighters.
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